Surveying the Landscape: Hosted, Open Source, or Undecided
Roadmap

• IRs: Where are we now?
• Survey of the landscape
• Elsevier and bepress: Good, bad, or ugly (or indifferent)?
• Small group discussions
• Debriefing and large group discussion
IRs: Where are We Now?

• New platforms
  • Repository: Hyku (based on Hydra/Samvera platform)
  • Publishing: Vega

• New developments
  • Digital Commons (acquired by Elsevier)

• Other solutions
  • DSpace
  • Fedora
  • Islandora
  • EPrints
  • Others
Survey of the Landscape

• How many...
  • Use a commercial IR solution (e.g. Digital Commons)?
  • Use an open-source IR solution (DSpace, Fedora, Samvera, etc.)
  • Have a hosted IR (commercial or open-source)
  • Do not or do not yet have an IR?

• How long...
  • Have you managed/worked with an IR?
  • Has your institution had its IR?

• Have you...
  • Migrated platforms recently (past 5 years)?
  • Made plans to migrate in the near future?
Elsevier and bepress

• Elsevier acquired bepress in August 2017
• Reaction has been varied
  • Enthusiasm?
  • Cautious optimism?
  • Apprehension and uncertainty?
  • Beprexit?
• DC users: Where do you fall along the spectrum?
• Non-DC users: Broader implications?
Small Group Discussion

• Divide into three groups
  • There can be more than one table per group
• Group 1: Commercial IR platform users/potential users
• Group 2: Open-source IR users/potential users
• Group 3: No IR/planning to migrate but unsure where/do not work directly with IR
• 15 min. discussion of handout questions
• Report back to group for larger discussion
Debriefing

• Reporter from each group
  • Brief synopsis of your group’s discussion
  • Answers to the questions provided

• Thoughts/feedback from other groups?
  • Do you agree/disagree with the ideas presented?
  • Why/why not?

• Any additional questions/comments?

• Break
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